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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Friday, October 19, 2007
2pm - 6:30pm: GAMEHOTEL CONFERENCE
12pm - 9pm: GAMEHOTEL EXPO

Saturday, October 20, 2007
12pm - 12am: GAMEHOTEL EXPO
8:30pm - 10:30pm: GAMEHOTEL SHOW & GRAND GAME BATTLE

Venue: Arena Filmcity

GAMEHOTEL - GAMING INTO LIFE, 2006: 
A who is who of video games.
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INTERNATIONAL EVENT SERIES ON INTERACTIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT RETURNS TO ZURICH 
Following up on highly successful shows in California and Paris, GAMEHOTEL, the acclaimed international 
event series on interactive entertainment, returns to Zurich for a second edition in German-speaking Europe. 
Packed with ideas, style, and a whole lot of fun, the exuberant live event offers wide-ranging access to the 
global phenomenon of interactive entertainment. 

CELEBRATING VIDEO GAMES
Never before have computer and video games held such an important position in economy, society, and culture. 
“Games have evolved into a fl ourishing multi-billion business, reach a mass audience around the world, and have a 
deep impact on today’s entertainment, consumer, and learning habits,” says GAMEHOTEL director Bruno Beusch. 

Since its spectacular 2003 Paris debut, GAMEHOTEL, the acclaimed international event series with the pop-cultural 
spin, has transposed the latest trends in interactive entertainment into vibrant shows and enthralling conferenc-
es. “GAMEHOTEL celebrates video games as a driving force in today’s popular culture, and shows what the future 
holds,” says GAMEHOTEL executive producer Tina Cassani.

The legendary GAMEHOTEL SHOW presents some of the world’s most respected game designers from the US, 
Canada, and Europe. Guest stars include JADE RAYMOND (Assassin’s Creed), CEVAT YERLI (Crysis), GARETH 
WILSON (Project Gotham Racing 4), DOUG CHURCH (LMNO / The Steven Spielberg project), and ALEX 
RIGOPULOS (RockBand).The two-hour show’s highlight is the thrilling GRAND GAME BATTLE. Two teams of über-
motivated gamers show off their skills in a breathtaking multi-round battle.

At the top-notch GAMEHOTEL CONFERENCE, leading international speakers spotlight the potential of video 
games as a powerful marketing and advertising medium. The conference brings decision makers, opinion leaders, 
and practitioners in marketing, advertisement, and the media up to speed on new business opportunities.

At the GAMEHOTEL EXPO, game afi cionados and a broad audience discover the latest and hottest games of the 
year, from blockbuster titles to innovative new genres and casual games.

GAMEHOTEL takes place on October 19 and 20, 2007, at the futuristic Arena Filmcity in Zurich. It is produced by 
renowned event organizer and digital media consultancy TNC Network.

GAMEHOTEL shows what the future holds.
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GAMEHOTEL PARIS EXTRVAGANZA, 2003: 
Unique mix of fun and intelligent discourse.

GAMEHOTEL JAPAN UNLIMITED, 2005: KEITA TAKAHASHI, 
the mastermind behind cult title Katamari Damacy.

GAMEHOTEL: A once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to meet the stars.
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GAMEHOTEL - THE SHOW

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2007
ARENA FILMCITY, SIHLCITY ZURICH
8:30pm - 10:30pm (doors open: 8 pm)

Some of the world’s hottest game creators gather at the legendary GAMEHOTEL SHOW extravaganza for an 
inspiring journey into the future of interactive entertainment.

Guest stars from the US, Canada, Germany, and the UK include JADE RAYMOND (Assassin’s Creed), CEVAT 
YERLI (Crysis), GARETH WILSON (Project Gotham Racing 4), DOUG CHURCH (LMNO / The Steven Spielberg 
project), and ALEX RIGOPULOS (RockBand).

Packed with ideas, style, and a whole lot of fun, this exuberant live event with a pop cultural spin is a once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity for game afi cionados to experience some of today’s leading game designers sharing 
their thoughts and visions while demoing their latest titles.

Among the two-hour show’s many highlights is the thrilling GRAND GAME BATTLE. 

THE ALL-STAR-LINEUP

For the series’ second edition in German-speaking Europe the event organizers have again handpicked a roster of 
high-profi le game creators, all of whom are among the key voices in the constant quest for innovation and creativ-
ity in interactive entertainment .

JADE RAYMOND (Montreal) counts among the stars on the international gaming stage since her noted appear-
ances at industry events E3 and X06 brought her into the spotlight. Prior to her current role as a game producer at 
Ubisoft’s Montreal Studio, the trained computer scientist has produced hit games for Sony and EA like The Sims 
Online. For her exclusive appearance at the GAMEHOTEL SHOW, Jade will present Ubisoft’s action adventure title 
Assassin’s Creed, one of this year’s most eagerly awaited games. 

CEVAT YERLI (Frankfurt) is the head of leading German developer Crytek, the studio behind the immensely suc-
cessful fi rst person shooter FarCry, released in 2004. Neon magazine recently named Cevat one of the 100 most 
infl uential young people in the German economy. During his fi rst GAMEHOTEL SHOW appearance, the charismatic 
Crytek boss will present the upcoming, highly anticipated next-gen title Crysis, which is set to amaze gamers 
around the world with its spectacular graphics, innovative gameplay, and epic science fi ction story. 

DOUG CHURCH (Los Angeles) is the Executive Producer at Electronic Arts Los Angeles and the team leader of 
the highly anticipated game code-named LMNO, which is being developed in conjunction with fi lm director Steven 
Spielberg. Doug is one of the most respected game designers of the young generation. An expert in artifi cial intel-
ligence, Doug worked at legendary Looking Glass Studios, Eidos Interactive, and Ion Storm, participating in games 
such as Ultima Underworld, System Shock, Thief, and Tomb Raider. He was also honored with a Community Contri-
bution Award from IGDA, a leading organization in the gaming industry. At his GAMEHOTEL SHOW appearance, 
Doug will talk about his experiences in designing a game with three-time Academy Award winner Steven Spielberg.
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GARETH WILSON (Liverpool) is Design Manager at legendary British developer Bizarre Creations. As one of the 
masterminds behind the successful Project Gotham Racing series, he strives to ensure that racing games continue 
to be the fascinatingly fun experience that has secured them a top tier position among today’s favorite game 
genres for many years. At his high-speed GAMEHOTEL SHOW appearance, Gareth will present the franchise’s 
latest title, Project Gotham Racing 4, and act as a rigorous and discerning yet understanding and patient expert 
judge in the merciless GRAND GAME BATTLE.

ALEX RIGOPULOS (Boston) is the founder and CEO of hyper-innovative Boston-based game developer Harmonix. 
Following up on his multi-award winning hit game Guitar Hero, he is back in town with his latest masterpiece, Rock-
Band, which has put gamers and music addicts around the globe in a trance well ahead of its November release. 
Four players can rock the house in a virtual band while singing and playing various instrument-based peripherals. 
For his GAMEHOTEL SHOW appearance, Alex himself will hit the drums - the big question of course being this: 
who will join his exclusive ad-hoc band this time around?

GAMEHOTEL - THE GRAND GAME BATTLE
Among the two-hour show’s many highlights is the thrilling GRAND GAME BATTLE. Four über-motivated con-
testants will show off their skills in a breathtaking multi-round battle. “The winner of the GRAND GAME BATTLE 
will need to amaze the audience and the guest stars with a unique blend of gaming skills, a solid knowledge of 
yesterday’s and tomorrow’s games, and a memorable stage performance,” says GAMEHOTEL executive producer 
Tina Cassani. “Hard-boiled gaming enthusiasts, self-confessed gamer girls, cocky fan boys are welcome, and casual 
gamers with panache are encouraged to apply.”
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GAMEHOTEL - THE CONFERENCE
GAMES, MARKETING & ADVERTISING
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2007
ARENA FILMCITY, SIHLCITY ZURICH
2:00 - 6:30pm (doors open: 01:30 pm)

At the top-notch GAMEHOTEL CONFERENCE, leading international specialists spotlight the potential of 
video games as a powerful marketing and advertising medium.

Never before have computer and video games held such an important position in economy, society, and culture. 
Games continue to reach new audiences around the world; they are at the core of a booming marketplace, and 
have a deep impact on today’s entertainment, consumer, and communication habits. This turns them into a promis-
ing advertising and marketing platform.

The GAMEHOTEL CONFERENCE provides decision makers, opinion leaders, and practitioners in marketing, adver-
tising, and the media with highly inspiring fi rst-hand insights into critical trends and developments, and brings them 
up to speed on new business opportunities. The trademark lineup of leading speakers from the game industry, 
marketing and advertising will provide attendees with premium information through inspiring keynotes, talks, and 
panel sessions. 

Visionary Keynote: Putting players in control 
Doug Church, Executive Producer of the Steven Spielberg project, Electronic Arts (Los Angeles). 

Opening Keynote: The Second Wave 
Dr. Jörg Müller-Lietzkow, Media economist, Friedrich-Schiller University (Jena).

GAMEHOTEL CONFERENCE, 2006: International top speakers 
spotlight new business opportunities in interactive entertainment.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

IMPULSE STATEMENT
GAMES AS A MARKETING AND ADVERTISING MEDIUM
Bruno Beusch (TNC Network, Paris)
The GAMEHOTEL director, and managing director of TNC Network, kicks 
off the conference with a rundown on the current trends and business op-
portunities at the hot spots of interactive entertainment, marketing, and 
advertising. (German)

OPENING KEYNOTE
THE SECOND WAVE
Dr. Jörg Müller-Lietzkow (Friedrich-Schiller University, Jena)
The renowned media economist analyzes the shifting market and power 
structures in the interactive entertainment industry, and explains why there’s 
no way around games for marketers and advertisers. (German)

BRAND COMMUNICATION, EMOTIONS, AND THE NEW SIMPLICITY IN 
VIDEO GAMES
Dirk Schülgen (Electronic Arts, Cologne)
The head of product marketing at the world’s biggest games developer and 
publisher illustrates how the latest breed of video games appeal to new 
demographics, and what opportunities this opens up for brand communica-
tion. (German)

THE DEVIL TAKE THE HINDMOST
Achim Jenner (Jung von Matt/Limmat Digital Media, Zurich)
The head of digital media at the advertising agency Jung von Matt presents 
a short history of advertising, gaming, learning, and bubble bursts, and 
explains why in-game marketing has the potential to become the strategic 
marketing heavy hitter of the 21st century, provided short-sighted profi t 
scenarios and format homogenization won’t get in its way. (German)

WHO IS PLAYING GAMES?
Camille Zimmermann (game mediarep, Zurich)
Based on the most recent research data available the head of in-game ad 
service provider game mediarep takes a look at the characteristics of game 
usage in selected markets, and discusses the implications for today’s media 
mix. (German)

BREAK & NETWORKING

SESSION ONE

02:00 – 02:45 

SESSION TWO

02:45 – 03:45

03:45 – 04:00
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BEST PRACTICE: GAMES MEET TV
Dr. Eberhard Dürrschmid (Greentube, Vienna)
The CEO of game developer Greentube demonstrates how the popular 
online sports game Ski Challenge, produced in conjunction with various 
European TV stations, uses dynamic in-game advertising to feature premium 
brand partners such as Siemens, Audio, or Visa. He also reveals the secrets 
for success in the era of media convergence. (German)

BEST PRACTICE: ALTERNATE REALITY GAMING - MARKETING TO A 
NEW GENERATION
Adrian Hon (Six to Start, London)
Europe’s leading developer of commercially successful Alternate Reality 
Games explains what makes this new cross-media genre a powerful adver-
tising tool for the MySpace and YouTube generation, and shows how ARGs 
were used in marketing campaigns for Windows Vista, Halo 2, the BBC and 
the TV series Lost.  (English)

REALITY CHECK - IN-GAME ADVERTISING, PRODUCT PLACEMENT 
AND BEYOND
Key actors in the marketing, advertising, and gaming industries gather to 
assess the state-of-the-art in video games today. What are the opportunities 
and the challenges? What works, and what doesn’t? How can the gam-
ing and marketing industries further strengthen their relationship with one 
another? 
Alex Rigopulos - CEO Harmonix (Boston)
Daniel Ledermann - Head of Crossmedia Swisscom (Berne)
Eberhard Dürrschmid - CEO Greentube (Vienna)
Dirk Schülgen - Head of Product Marketing Electronic Arts (Cologne)
Achim Jenner - Head of Digital Media Jung von Matt/Limmat (Zurich)
Adrian Hon - CCO Six to Start (London)
Camille Zimmermann - Head of game mediarep AG (Zurich)

VISIONARY KEYNOTE
PUTTING PLAYERS IN CONTROL
Doug Church (Electronic Arts, Los Angeles)
The Executive Producer of Electronic Arts’ highly anticipated Steven Spiel-
berg project wraps up the conference in style. The industry visionary spot-
lights what role the user will play in tomorrow’s virtual worlds, and how this 
impacts brand communication. (English)

FINAL DISCUSSION & KEY FINDINGS

SESSION THREE

04:00 – 04:45 

PANEL

04:45 – 05:45

CLOSING SESSION

05:45 – 06:30
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BRUNO BEUSCH (Paris) is the managing director of digital media consul-
tancy TNC Network, specializing in interactive entertainment, new commu-
nication technologies, and digital lifestyle. TNC has earned an international 
reputation for the development of trend-setting events and conferences in 
Europe, the US, and Asia. Together with Tina Cassani, since 2003 Bruno has 
headed the successful international event series GAMEHOTEL. The media 
producer, long-time adviser to prestigious technology conventions and 
mentor at digital media think tanks has consulted extensively with clients in 
industry, media and interactive entertainment.

DOUG CHURCH (Los Angeles) is the Executive Producer at Electronic Arts 
Los Angeles, and the team leader of a highly anticipated game code-named 
LMNO, which is being developed in conjunction with Academy Award 
winning fi lm director Steven Spielberg. Doug is one of the most respected 
game designers of the young generation. An expert in artifi cial intelligence, 
Doug attended MIT, worked at Looking Glass Studios, Eidos Interactive, 
and Ion Storm, and was also honored with a Community Contribution Award 
from the industry’s leading organization IGDA.

EBERHARD DÜRRSCHMID (Vienna) is the CEO and founder of Greentube, 
one of Europe’s foremost developers and publishers of multiplayer skill 
games for the internet, mobile devices, and iTV. The company’s successful 
products include the wildly popular Ski Challenge game, produced and mar-
keted in collaboration with various European TV stations (ORF, SF, PRO7, 
NRK, SVT etc.). Eberhard studied biotechnology, and holds a PhD in neural 
network programming.

ADRIAN HON (London) is Europe’s leading alternate reality game (ARG) 
designer and the Chief Creative Offi cer at startup Six to Start. Previously, 
Adrian was Director of Play at Mind Candy, where he designed and pro-
duced Perplex City, the world’s fi rst commercially successful ARG. Perplex 
City used the web, email, SMS, mobile phones, radio, skywriting, helicop-
ters and live events in London, New York and San Francisco to tell a story 
to hundreds of thousands of people. Before working at Mind Candy, Adrian 
was a neuroscience researcher at Cambridge University and Oxford Univer-
sity.

SPEAKERS
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ACHIM JENNER (Zurich) heads the Digital Media Unit at advertising 
agency Jung von Matt/Limmat. Themes such as usability, media conver-
gence, and brand management are key to his work. Previously, Achim was 
managing director interactive at Lowe AG and managing director at Phalanx 
Web Management & Consulting. He holds degrees in law and management 
science from the universities of Innsbruck and Vienna.

DANIEL LEDERMANN (Berne) is the head of the crossmedia division at 
leading Swiss telecom company Swisscom. Previously, he worked as a pro-
gram manager for media and entertainment at Swisscom Innovations, where 
he specialized in strategy, business/product development, user aspects 
and technology in (IP)TV, DVB-H, music, gaming, devices und user centered 
design. Daniel holds degrees in electrotechnology and innovation manage-
ment.

DR. JÖRG MÜLLER-LIETZKOW (Jena) is a renowned media economist 
at Friedrich-Schiller University in Jena. The interactive entertainment in-
dustry pundit, and co-author of the seminal book “The Present and Future 
of the Computer and Video Games Industry in Germany”, is the editor of 
the eJournal Gamesscience (www.gamesscience.de). He also sits on the 
board of the German eSports association Deutscher eSportbund (http:
//www.e-sb.de), and has produced the world’s very fi rst edu-shooter 
(www.edushooter.de).

ALEX RIGOPULOS (Boston) is the founder and CEO of leading Boston-
based music game developer Harmonix, and the creative mastermind 
behind the multi-award winning hit game Guitar Hero, which puts the player 
at center stage with his or her own rock band. The much awaited follow-up 
title RockBand will hit shelves in November 2007; Alex will present it at the 
GAMEHOTEL SHOW. Through his games, the MIT graduate has catapulted 
music promotion into the interactive era by allowing consumers to play with 
the music instead of simply listening to it. In 2006, Harmonix was acquired 
by Viacom’s MTV Networks.

DIRK SCHÜLGEN (Cologne) is the head of product marketing at Electronic 
Arts Germany. He is responsible for the company’s product-related market-
ing activities. Previously, he worked in the international marketing depart-
ment of a consulting company in the US.

CAMILLE ZIMMERMAN (Zurich) is the head of in-game ad service pro-
vider game mediarep AG. A specialist in new electronic media, advertising 
media, and marketing trends, Camille played a key role in launching AdLINK 
Switzerland. Since 2006, he has worked as Manager Business Development 
at Goldbach Media Group.

The conference is hosted by GAMEHOTEL director Bruno Beusch.
Conference languages: German and English (no translation).
Program subject to change.

SPEAKERS
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PETER MOLYNEUX: “Every event on video games 
should be as much fun as GAMEHOTEL!”

GAMEHOTEL DEATHMATCH, 2006: Popular specials with 
heavy hitters of the interactive entertainment industry.

GAMEHOTEL DIRECTOR BRUNO BEUSCH & TETSUYA 
MIZUGUCHI: “The world’s coolest game designer.”
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GAMEHOTEL PARIS EXTRAVAGANZA, 2003: KIRI MATSUURA

MASAYA MATSUURA: Japanese music-action game master.

GAMEHOTEL @ GDC, 2004: PHIL HARRISON, 
PRESIDENT SONY WORLDWIDE STUDIOS 
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GAMEHOTEL FUTURE MOVES, 2005:
MARK HEALEY, MEDIA MOLECULE

WILL WRIGHT, CHIEF DESIGNER, MAXIS

NEIL YOUNG, VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL 
MANAGER OF EA LOS ANGELES
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GAMEHOTEL CALIFORNIA, 2004: At GDC, in the heart of 
Silicon Valley.

GAMEHOTEL - THE EXPO
FRIDAY / SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19 / 20, 2007
ARENA FILMCITY, SIHLCITY ZURICH
12:00pm - 12:00am

The GAMEHOTEL EXPO is the event series’ new consumer format geared towards a large audience of core 
and casual gamers. Held at the futuristic Arena Filmcity, it celebrates the full spectrum of today’s video 
games, from blockbuster titles to innovative new genres and casual games.

The spectacular GAME WALK, where game afi cionados and a broad audience can test-drive some of this year’s 
hottest titles in an exceptional environment, is all about pure gaming fun. Among the titles on display: RockBand, 
Mass Effect, Crysis, Viva Pinata Party Animals, Halo 3, Project Gotham Racing 4, FIFA 08, NFS Pro Street, Army of 
Two, Skate, Naruto: Rise of a Ninja, Beowulf - The Game etc. Exciting contests featuring attractive prizes, meet 
& greets with game design stars, and tickets for the legendary GAMEHOTEL SHOW, provide even more fun and 
entertainment.

GAMEHOTEL - GAMING INTO LIFE, 2006
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ABOUT GAMEHOTEL
GAMEHOTEL - THE BRAND
GAMEHOTEL has established itself as a dynamic, trend-setting international brand with a unique, fresh image in 
the fi eld of interactive entertainment and digital lifestyle. GAMEHOTEL stands for successful, innovative and en-
tertaining events with an international all-star lineup, a trademark balance of fun and content, and high credibility 
and acceptance amongst target audiences. In addition to its fl agship live events, GAMEHOTEL produces an ongo-
ing series of TV and cross media programs, as well as corporate seminars, conferences, and studies on the infl u-
ence of video games in advertisement, marketing, the media, education and the workplace. In 2007, GAMEHOTEL 
launched the spin-off GAMEHOTEL THINK TANK. In collaboration with partners from the industry and the media, 
it forecasts critical trends and developments in interactive entertainment.

After its celebrated 2003 Paris launch in a historic artistocratic town house, in 2004, GAMEHOTEL became part of 
the offi cial program of the Game Developer’s Conference, the world’s premiere video game developer conven-
tion, held at the monumental San Jose Civic Auditorium in the heart of Silicon Valley. Following up on more sold-
out shows in Paris, GAMEHOTEL fi rst ventured in the German-speaking part of Europe during SEASON FOUR 
(2006), as it premiered to enthusiastic crowds in one of the continent’s most thriving club environments, located on 
the shores of beautiful lake of Zurich.

“The bustling economic capital of Zurich, and its vibrant high-tech hub, is an excellent location in German-speaking 
Europe for an event dedicated to the growth industry that interactive entertainment has become,” says GAME-
HOTEL executive producer Tina Cassani. In October 2007, GAMEHOTEL swaps the familiar Silicon Valley and Paris 
locations for a spectacular movie theatre complex. The brand new Arena Filmcity is part of Zurich’s stylish Sihlcity 
neighborhood, a futuristic urban ensemble with a novel mixture of shopping and entertainment choices, inaugu-
rated in 2007.

PRAISE FROM THE PUBLIC AND THE MEDIA
The audience, the media, and the industry described GAMEHOTEL events in glowing terms: Yahoo: “The symbol 
of future events on video games.” French weekly Télérama: “The place where you discover tomorrow’s games 
and digital heroes.” Leading London-based game magazine Edge: “A valuable and enduring achievement; refresh-
ing and exuberant.” French daily Libération: “A great evening on digital pop culture.” Californian Xbox Nation 
magazine: “Fun, relaxation, and intelligent discourse!” National TV channel SF: “The Spielbergs, Coppolas and 
Scorseses of the virtual world show where interactive entertainment is headed.” Zurich’s Tagesanzeiger: “A big 
showdown featuring the latest trends from the gaming world.” Kotaku: “Crawling with hot game designers. A 
slick stage presentation ... impressive.” Tokyo-based game magazine Famitsu: “Relaxing atmosphere, cheerfully 
designed!” Online game magazine Gamespot: “[Featuring] some of the most innovative people in games, GAME-
HOTEL is a success.” High-profi le game magazine Gamasutra: “A celebration of video gaming as it relates to pop 
culture at large.”
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WHO’S WHO OF VIDEO GAMES
The guest list of previous GAMEHOTEL events and spin offs reads like a who’s who of video games. Over 50 
heavy hitters of the interactive entertainment industry have appeared on the show: celebrated Japanese creator 
of Lumines, 99 Nights, and Rez, Tetsuya Mizuguchi; British game developer legend Peter Molyneux; Sims creator 
Will Wright; Sony Worldwide Studios’ president, Phil Harrison; Neil Young, Vice President of Electronic Arts; the 
new enfant terrible on the block and mastermind behind cult title Katamari Damacy, Keita Takahashi; the creative 
mind behind the highly anticipated LittleBigPlanet, Mark Healey; French visionary David Cage; Guitar Hero and 
RockBand creator, and Harmonix’ CEO, Alex Rigopulos; EA’s A & R director, Alan Yu; British author and columnist 
Steven Poole, aka ‘Trigger Happy’; Japanese music-action game master Masaya Matsuura, and many more.

ABOUT TNC NETWORK
GAMEHOTEL is produced by renowned event organizer and digital media consultancy TNC Network 
(www.tnc.net), specializing in the marketing and promotion of premium interactive entertainment products. TNC 
has earned an international reputation for its development of a refreshingly new style of trend-setting events on 
interactive entertainment, emerging communication technologies, and digital lifestyle in Europe, the US, and Asia.

TNC Network was founded in Paris in 1995 by interactive entertainment veterans, and event and media producers, 
Tina Cassani and Bruno Beusch. These two long-time advisers to prestigious technology conventions and mentors 
at digital media think tanks are also frequent speakers at conferences around the world who have consulted exten-
sively with clients in industry, media and interactive entertainment, research, and education. They are nominees for 
the MIT New Horizon Award as well as for the World Technology Award “for the most innovative individuals and 
companies who contribute to the advance of emerging technologies.”

GAMEHOTEL: Trend-setting international brand since 2003.
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Arena Filmcity / Sihlcity
Kalanderplatz 8
CH-8045 Zurich

GAMEHOTEL CONFERENCE: GAMES & MARKETING
October 19, 2007 
02:00pm - 06:30pm

GAMEHOTEL SHOW & GRAND GAME BATTLE
October 20, 2007 
08:30pm - 10:30pm

GAMEHOTEL EXPO
October 19/20, 2007 
12:00am - 09:00pm/12:00pm

www.gamehotel.net  

TNC Network – www.tnc.net
Email: contact@tnc.net
Contact person: Bruno Beusch, Director GAMEHOTEL
Phone: +33 9 5178 5100

Email: gamehotel@tnc.net
Phone: +339 5178 5100
Press contact: Tina Cassani
Email: cassani@tnc.net
Phone: +33 9 5178 5100
Press registration: www.gamehotel.net => Media
Information, images: www.gamehotel.net
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GAMEHOTEL POP CULTURE QUIZ, 2006


